INTRODUCTION
. The order of frequency for the country and the geographical preponderance of the 700,000 tumors detected annually in the People's Republic of China is shown in Table 1 .
Three cancer sites show a specific geographical distribution and were declared research priorities at the national level: cancer of the esophagus in the north central area, under the responsibility of the Cancer Institute of the Academy of Medical Sciences in Peking; primary liver carcinoma in the southeastern area, under the coordination of the Shanghai Cancer Institute; and nasopharyngeal carcinoma in the south, under the chairmanship of the Guangzhou Cancer Institute.
Setting medical research priorities is a must in developing countries, but in China there is much more to it. The Chinese priorities are mainly geared toward primary and secondary prevention; i.e., toward the characterization of risk factors (that will have to be eliminated) and early detection through major mass surveys. While Western nations have a "curative" health system and an analytical research mind, Chinese tend to consider prevention as the only valuable health approach and a Figure 1 shows the dramatic geographical restriction of the NPC distribution in South China [1] . In GuangDong province, which represents more than 50 million individuals, NPC is the most common type of cancer. It represents 43 percent of all cancers in males and 16 percent in females [3] . The minimal age-adjusted prevalence rate for NPC during the period 1970-1972 was found to be 40/100,000 and 23/100,000 for males and females, respectively [4] .
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Of particular interest was the geographical variation observed in GuangDong province. The central and southern parts of GuangDong province exhibit the highest rate for NPC and correspond relatively well to the Pearl River Basin inhabited by Cantonese, the main ethnic group in size, with an incidence rate of NPC of 10 to 20/100,000 per year.
The Tanka or boat-dwellers of the Pearl River are at an even higher risk for this cancer (incidence = 55/ 100,000 per year); the Chao-Chow, living in the northeast part of the province, and the Hakka, northern migrants, both Ho [5] [6] has repeatedly claimed that the cultural habits of the Cantonese Chinese in eating salted fish is linked to the risk of developing nasopharyngeal carcinoma. Huang et al. [7] [8] [5] [6] . HLA [21] who showed that the haplotype A2BW46 in Chinese carries an increased risk of 2 vis-a-vis the general population can be extended to China. Dr. Simons is helping to set up an HLA typing laboratory in the Cancer Institute in Guangzhou. The determination of different genetic traits including HLA-DR in multiple NPC case families should bring significant new data on this important question.
PREVENTIVE INTERVENTIONS As discussed in the introduction to this paper, the main aim of the Cancer Control Program in China is to implement multifactorial interventions with the hope of somewhere breaking the chain of events before the clinical development of the tumor. In the high esophagus cancer areas, populations are discouraged from eating pickled vegetables and are advised to add vitamin C to their food, thus decreasing the nitrate level in their urine. No report to our knowledge is available to assess the value of this intervention.
In the field of nasopharyngeal carcinoma, little effort is made to try and discourage people from eating salted fish in China, in contrast to the effort of Dr. Ho in Hongkong, who launched a major information campaign to convince parents to stop giving salted fish to weaned babies. The field studies carried out in the Zangwu county and the finding of high-risk individuals characterized by high serum IgA/VCA titers represent a unique opportunity to consider the possibility of a selected prevention against NPC through antiviral intervention.
The basic hypothesis is that the clinical development of NPC is accompanied by or better is preceded by a reactivation of the latent infection by EBV in the nasopharyngeal mucosa. Such a reactivation is reflected by the presence of IgA in the serum and in the nasopharyngeal mucosa. If one could successfully treat such EBV reactivation in the nasopharynx, reverse the organism's trend of increasing the serum IgA/VCA titers, and see if such intervention prevents the development of NPC, the causal involvement of EBV would be established and a new approach for NPC prevention achieved. Anti-viral intervention could be carried out either by treatment by interferon or by chemotherapy involving compounds such as acycloguanosine.
An active immunotherapy using cell surface-determined EBV antigens is also a possibility to be investigated. The feasibility of such interventions remains to be evaluated from the experimental as well as the epidemiological and ethical viewpoints. But the Chinese approach to cancer research allows such possibilities, and we are confident that they will succeed in bringing further important epidemiological studies, in achieving systematic early detection, and we hope in preventing NPC in a reasonable period of time.
